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Chanel has 23.3 million followers on Ins tagram. It follows none. Image credit: Chanel

By Doug Gollan

Social media is a top conversation in the executive offices of every luxury brand these days. After all, social media
from Facebook to T witter and Instagram reach not just millions, but hundreds of millions of consumers on a daily
basis.
Consumers continue to spend more time on social media, both at their desks and on their smartphones. One could
even say without T witter, Hillary Clinton would probably have been president, and Donald T rump may not have even
been the Republican Party nominee.
Of course, for President T rump and most luxury brands, social media is a mass-market strategy a cost-effective way
to reach as many people as possible.
Billions served
Corporate social media and highly choreographed influencer strategies have made social media a subject where
there is much focus even if the jury is still out as to exactly where it fits in the sales funnel.
On the other hand, brands still struggle with how to get a bigger share of wallet from ultra-high-net-worth (UHNW)
consumers.
While there are only slightly more than 200,000 households that fit into the most used definition $30 million-plus net
worth various research surveys show they control as much as $50 trillion in wealth.
Indeed, their total wealth is more than the GDP of the United States, China, Japan, Germany, France, the United
Kingdom and India combined. T hey spend more than $230 billion on luxury products and services, per Wealth-X.
In other words, while the UHNW represent less than 2 percent of the world's high-net-worth households $1 millionplus net worth they account for about 20 percent of all luxury spending.
Finding UHNW customers can be difficult.
Event marketing is hit or miss, and many events meant to target the super rich end up with the sponsor simply serving

Champagne to a good-looking crowd that does not have the wallet power to pull the trigger on expensive watches,
jewelry, fashion or automobiles, let alone shell out $2,500 or more per night for a hotel suite.
UHNW, who typically earn more than $1 million per year, make up a very small sliver of most print magazine
circulation from all the research I have seen, mainly in the low single digits.
Web sites are another challenge if you are trying to reach the super rich. Research I conducted with private jet owners
showed only 15 percent of private jet owners visit luxury lifestyle Web sites.
T here is a smattering of enthusiast media, as you would expect. After all, UHNW have diverse interests from
collecting watches, art and cars to yachting, diving, hunting, running marathons, the opera, ballet, extreme sports
and following their favorite pro sports teams where they plunk out hundreds of thousands of dollars for courtside
season tickets and luxury boxes.
However, 85 percent say online and print media consumption revolves around business-to-business media in the
industries where they own or manage businesses that create their wealth.
In farming, there are about a half-dozen trade media just for dairy farmers. Other types of farmers have their own
trade sites. Car dealers have their own assortment of trade media, as does every industry where an entrepreneur can
make a fortune.
T his, of course, brings us to social media, where conventional wisdom is that the super rich are not on social media
as consumers of the media.
T his viewpoint, I believe, is because many luxury marketers still associate the super rich with celebrities and highprofile CEOs such as Michael Bloomberg or Warren Buffett, whereas many of the UHNW are what I call "Driveway
Celebrities." You could walk past many of them, and not they are worth in the hundreds of millions of dollars.
In other words, the only place most UHNW are recognized is within their inner circles and industries.
T hat said, while outside of collectors, the UHNW may not have the same passion and deep knowledge of luxury
products and services that aspirational consumers do, they certainly consume a large share. T his means developing
effective communications strategies around the segment is critical.
Will it fly?
In writing about luxury travel agents who serve billionaires and their less rich centimillionaire cousins, social media
actual drives direct business.
T hese agents spend a lot of their time scouting out new hotels and resorts for their well-heeled clients and as they
travel to far-flung destinations, post pictures of lavish suites and villas. In return, they get text messages sometimes
as brief as, "Wow. Looks great. When should I go? Can you book it for me?" T he result could be a $100,000 sale.
One T urkish jeweler who observed an UHNW in T aiwan posting several images of jewelry she owned tagged one of
his pieces to her. She bought it. T he piece was $60,000, so no small sale with zero in marketing investment.
As a point of interest, some of these agents I mentioned only have a few hundred followers. T hey just happen to be
loyal UHNW clients who look to their agent for advice.
Obviously, getting UHNWs to pay attention to your posts on social media is hard. It is not as easy as paying a blogger
with a million followers to post some images of your product since the super rich do not really follow these socalled influencers.
More important is thinking about ways to get their friends and family to incorporate your product into a post.
One clever example is by Lufthansa where its First Class T erminal and Lounges make the social media feeds of
even the UHNWs who are charmed by its cute Lufthansa rubber ducks placed in the bathtubs and shower areas.
T o continue the snapping, Lufthansa created a collection with themed ducks for Christmas, Easter, Octoberfest and
other holidays with ducks in appropriate dress.
Since UHNWs on social media are most likely to follow family, friends and people they trust like their travel agents,
a simple plastic duck has served as a great promotional tour for this luxury experience.
T HAT SAID, I am amazed at how many times I hear the statements such as, "T he super rich don't use social media."
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